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Kernel IT N.V.  

(Founded in 2015) 

An IT company with a special focus on  

Microsoft technology and licensing. 

IT Infrastructure and Cloud Solutions 

Integrity | Resourcefulness | Clarity 
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Kernel IT N.V. is an IT company with a special focus on Microsoft solutions and 

licensing and was founded in 2015. Throughout the years, we have delivered 

professional consultancy services and business software in cooperation with our 

regional and international partners. We have executed projects for different 

companies and government organizations operating in the following sectors:    

 Oil and Gas  

 Energy  

 Production  

 Retail 

 

Day-to-day business activity consists of sales, training, implementation and 

after-sale of: 

 Cloud solutions   

 Networking & Security 

 IT infrastructure services 

 Business Intelligence 

 

With our regional and international partners, we deliver the best solutions for 

any type of business or government.  
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Kernel Information Technology N.V. is a Surinamese company founded in 2015 

(KKF #67271). We combine local capacity with strategic international 

partnerships to provide cloud and data management solutions.  

 

Our main specialization is Microsoft Technology and we focus on solutions such 

as Microsoft 365, SharePoint Online and the Power Platform (Power BI, 

PowerApps and Power Automate).  

 

Our team consists of enthusiastic IT professionals who are addicted to learning 

new things and are always eager to help our customers reach their goals.  

Besides our core specialization, we offer various other IT and related services 

and brands such as Adobe, Dropsuite and PFSense. 

 

We are always excited to hear from you personally so feel free to reach out!  
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We offer planning and implementation services for various information 

management solutions. Our experience has shown us that in addition to the 

technology itself - change management, user experience and security are 

immensely important factors contributing to a successful implementation. 

Aligning with the many lessons learned in the past, our approach is to include 

these elements in and throughout every solution we implement. 

We help you navigate the various plans and options within Microsoft 365 and 

help you choose what is best for your organization. This can be followed up with 

the implementation, training and change management of the platform within 

the organization. 

Having a strong background in traditional on-premise infrastructure helps 

immensely in making the transition to the cloud. Knowledge of Microsoft 

Server technology as well as having general networking expertise is crucial to 

support and implement hybrid scenarios with Microsoft Azure which is a 

requirement in many environments. 

On a superficial level, we help with the roll-out of Power BI within your 

organization. In practice, the prerequisites are numerous: a data governance 

policy, dependable information systems and security policy are just a few. We 

help you with the setup of these processes and assist on a functional level 
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based on our experience with previous projects and through strategic 

partnerships with financial and statistical professionals. 

We are a certified Adobe reseller and offer license advice for most Adobe 

software such as Adobe Acrobat, the Creative Suite and Adobe Sign. Since 

Adobe and Microsoft align very well with each other we also configure deep 

integrations and workflows, where applicable – namely with Adobe Sign. 
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Harvey Harpal, BSc.  

MCSA  

(597) 875-9008 

info@kernel.sr 

https://www.kernel.sr 
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